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I would like to end by a quote from Maya Angelou who said “My mission in life is not
merely to survive, but to thrive; and to do so with some passion, some compassion,
some humour and some style”. As the youth month ended, we
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encourage youth to be thriving, passionate entrepreneurs and
continue to empower themselves.
Our stakeholders are encouraged to make suggestions and
contributions, such inputs must be sent to Messrs.
Simukele Khoza and Dumisani Mthalane at the following
email addresses: SKhoza@companiestribunal.org.za and
DMthalane@companiestribunal.org.za
I hope to hear from you.
S Khoza
Manager Research
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Does the unalterable nature of certain provisions in the
new Companies Act assume no escape from their
application?
- By Mulalo Nengudza

COMPANIES ACT,
NO 71 OF 2008

Companies Act no 71 of 2008 as amended

T

he enactment of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 ('the

or by which a pre-existing company was structured and

Act'), which came into effect on 1st May 2011

governed (it is the sole governing document of a company

following the repeal of the old Companies Act 61 of

under the Act). The Act obliges all companies to adopt an MOI

1973 ('the old Act'), was a progressive step to introduce a

that is consistent with the Act, and where a provision in an

legislation suited for the 21st century regulation of companies

MOI contravenes or is inconsistent with the Act, such a

aimed at transforming the South African economy. The new

provision will be void save in circumstances where the MOI

legislative framework needed to ensure that the way of doing

imposes on a company a higher standard, greater restriction,

business in South Africa is transparent and efficient.

longer period of time or any similarly more onerous
requirement, than would otherwise apply to the company in

The Act introduced, amongst other significant and several

terms of an unalterable provision as specified in section

changes, a prerequisite for the adoption of a new, single

15(2)(a)(iii) read with subsection (d).

Memorandum of Incorporation ('MOI') by all companies to be
incorporated in future (including all pre-existing companies

In adopting a single MOI, the Act shadows a contemporary

which had to convert all Memorandums and Articles of

approach that Company Law should be more facilitative and

Association, within the two-year transitional period after the

enabling as opposed to being restrictive and obligatory,

coming into effect of the Act, to conform to the provisions of

through the provision of default rules applicable to all

the Act).

companies which can be altered or varied in the company's
MOI (alterable provisions) to suit that company's unique

An MOI is a document setting out the rights and

needs. However, certain fundamental, mandatory rules that

responsibilities of shareholders, directors and others within a

cannot be altered or varied are also provided for in the Act

company, and by which a company is incorporated in the Act,

(unalterable provisions).
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Section 1 defines alterable provisions as those in the Act in

application of Aqua Vista Home Owners Association NPC case

which it is expressly contemplated that their effect on a

no. CT008OCT2014, the Tribunal considered an application

particular company may be negated, restricted, limited,

for an administrative order exempting the Applicant's MOI

qualified, extended or otherwise altered in substance or

from the prohibition contained in item 4(2)(b) of Schedule 1 of

effect by that company's MOI, and unalterable provisions as

the Act which prohibits the 'automatic membership' of any

those that do not expressly contemplate that their effect on

person if the MOI of a non-profit company provides for the

any particular company may be negated, restricted, limited,

company to have members, unless it is life-time membership

qualified, extended or otherwise altered in substance or

awarded to a person for service to the company or to the

effect by a company's MOI or rules.

public benefit objects set out in the company's MOI. In case of
the Applicant's members, none were life-time members

It is the writer's view that 'unalterable provisions' as defined in

awarded to a person for services to the company or to the

section 1 read with section 15 (2) (a)(iii) and (d) suggest that

public benefit.

the effect of all fundamental provisions of the Act that have
been mandated may not be limited, qualified or altered under

In the Aqua Vista Home Owners Association NPC case, the

any circumstance and that a company can never escape the

Applicant (the Association) was incorporated in 2001, under

application of such provisions. However, such a suggestion is

section 21 in terms of the old Act to serve as a Home Owners

only part accurate. Section 6(2) permits a person to apply to

Association for the owners of property situated within a

the Companies Tribunal ('the Tribunal') for an administrative

private township known as Aquavista Mountain Estate. The

order exempting an agreement, transaction, arrangement,

MOI of the Applicant included clauses (clauses 3.3, 3.4 and

resolution or provision of a company's Memorandum (MOI)

3.8, respectively) which provided for Members of the

from a prohibition or requirement imposed by an unalterable

Association being all those persons who were registered

provision' of the Act. Section 6(3) provides for instances

owners of property, no other person (other than registered

where such an order will be granted, being that the

property owners) would be entitled to be a Member of the

Companies Tribunal must be satisfied that:

Association and that Members could not resign as Members

“(a) The agreement, transaction, arrangement, resolution or

of the Association. The MOI of the Applicant was filed with the

provision serves a reasonable purpose other than to defeat or

Companies and Intellectual Property Commission prior to the

reduce the effect of that prohibition or requirement; and

coming into effect of the Act and the old Act permitted the

(b) It is reasonable and justifiable to grant the exemption,

inclusion, in a company's MOI, of clauses such as the ones

having regard to the purposes of this Act and all relevant

above and in particular, provided for 'automatic membership'

factors, including-

of those persons who were registered owners of property.

(i) The purpose and policy served by the relevant
prohibition or requirement; and

Section 6(15) of the Act states that “where the specific

(ii) The extent to which the agreement, transaction,

content, or a particular effect, of any provision of a company's

arrangement, resolution or provision infringes or would

MOI is required of the company by or in terms of any

infringe the relevant prohibition or requirement”.

applicable public regulation, or by the listing requirements of
an exchange, and has the effect of negating, restricting,

As indicated by the word 'and', paragraphs (a) and (b) under

limiting, qualifying, extending or otherwise altering the

section 6(3) must both be satisfied before the Tribunal can

substance of an unalterable provision of the Act, that

grant an administrative order to exempt an agreement,

provision of the company's MOI must not be construed as

transaction, arrangement, resolution or provision of a MOI

being inconsistent with the Act”. In making a determination,

from an unalterable provision of the Act. In the ex parte

the Tribunal held that the Applicant could not rely on the
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exemption contained in section 6(15) of the Act as there is no

The Tribunal also dealt with a few more applications in terms

public regulation requiring the Applicant to register a Home

of section 6(2) read with section 6(3): in the La Lucia Sands

Owners Association for the private township or to insert

Share Block Limited v Flexi Holiday Club and Others case

'automatic membership' into its MOI.

number: CT001APR2014; in the ex parte applications of
Genesis Investment Holdings GmbH case number:

The Tribunal weighed up whether the provision in the

CT004OCT2014, Kranspoort Eienaarskomittee case number:

Applicant's MOI served a reasonable and justifiable purpose

CT002SEP2016 and National Housing Finance Corporation

other than to defeat or reduce the effect of that prohibition

SOC Ltd case number: CT006APR2017 as well as in a more

and if it was reasonable and justifiable to grant the exemption

recent but on-going case of Tsebo Holdings SA (PTY) Ltd and

in terms of section 6(3). In so doing, it decided that the

Others v CIPC case number: CT013MAY2017. This highly

automatic membership clause served a necessary purpose

convenient procedure remains underutilized.

and in no way did it defeat or reduce the effect of the
prohibition. It further held that in order for the Applicant to

The introduction of alterable and unalterable provisions by

achieve its objectives as a Private Home Owners Association,

the Act promotes flexibility in that companies are at liberty to

the inclusion of the 'automatic membership' clause was

adopt the appropriate provisions of the Act (whether

imperative, else the Applicant would have found itself in a

alterable or unalterable) into their MOI, thereby efficiently

dreadful financial position as it may not meet its financial

regulating the conduct of their affairs.

obligations as members are automatically responsible for the

unalterable provisions seem to make the application of the

expense of the Association as payment of levies to the

new Act uncompromising, in some cases, section 6(2) read

Applicant and adherence to its rules are intrinsically coupled

with section 6(3) indicates the flexibility of the Act. The use of

to and subject to membership of the Applicant. The Tribunal

such provisions could help companies better regulate their

held that the provision on the Applicant's MOI did not infringe

affairs and also play a significant role in the advancement of

on the relevant prohibition and accordingly granted the relief

Company Law in South Africa.

In as much as

sought.

Social and Ethics Committees should focus beyond
corporate social responsibility
- By Dumisani Mthalane

Companies are required to have Social and Ethics Committees
(SECs) in terms of section 72 (4) and Regulation 43 of the
Companies Act (the Act). The Act states that all listed public
companies, state owned companies, companies that have in
any two of the previous five years scored above 500 public
interest points must have SECs on the basis of the nature and
extent of its activities. It has been realized that companies
don't fully understand how SECs should be implemented
effectively as opposed to being a compliance requirement by
the Act and thus miss the opportunity of reaping the rewards
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of effective ethics management associated with SECs.

consequently competition amongst the committees in terms
of what matters to report on. And the fact that the Act doesn't

SECs are statutory board committees established to ensure

emphasize the issues of ethics management creates a

that companies act in a responsible manner as well as

challenge as to their role. This has led to companies treating

contribute to the economic and social development of the

their Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities as SEC

communities in which they operate. The rationale for the

activities. It has been argued that while SECs have a strong

establishment of the SECs is that companies have a significant

social responsibility element, these committees should be

economic and social impact on the communities in which they

addressed in their own right rather than be treated as CSR

operate and as such need to act as responsible corporate

initiatives.

citizens. This means that companies should not only be profit
driven but also concern themselves with the sustainability of

SECs should put more emphasis on ethics through aligning

the communities in which they are located.

their business plans with the recently published King IV
principles1 of November 2016 which focuses on outcomes

According to the research study that was conducted by the

than a tick box compliance exercise. Companies are now

Consumer and Corporate Regulation Division of the

required to report on outcomes related to the functions of the

Department of Trade and Industry (the dti) which was aimed

SEC. The SEC should provide leadership to the company by

at assessing the implementation of SECs in South Africa, it was

ensuring that business is conducted in an ethical manner for

found that there are companies that avoid SECs, i.e some of

purposes of maximising benefits in respect of the

those that request to be exempted from having one, there are

environment, social and economic aspects as opposed to

also those that do not know how to implement the SECs;

focusing on profit maximisation at the expense of human

others apply the Act minimally sticking to the requirements.

rights. Business should instead consider issues of social and

Overall the study found that there is confusion about the role

ethics as an important aspect in doing business.

of SECs and how they should fit into the operations of the
company. This was also observed recently at the seminar on

There are many companies that have experienced setbacks

social and ethics which was co-hosted by the Companies

and had major losses either financially or in terms of

Tribunal (the Tribunal) and the dti.

reputation because of their failure to uphold business ethics.
In the motor industry for instance, there has been incidents

Currently, the specific role of the SEC is to monitor the

where a company was accused of misrepresenting

companies' activities with regard to social and economic

information in as far as emission standards are concerned.

development; good corporate citizenship; the environment,

This has resulted in reputational damages and financial loses

health and public safety; consumer relationships; labour and

to these companies. In the mining sector some of the causes

employment; draw matters within its mandate to the

of strikes and uprisings were the failure of mining companies

attention of the board and; report to the shareholders on the

to provide decent housing. It has been argued that if SECs

matters within its mandate. There still exists some confusion

were fully functional a lot of problems would have been

as to how the SEC fits into the company's strategy and

avoided in the mining sector. The high level of corruption is

governance frameworks.

also indicative of failure of business ethics. These few
examples show that companies must look beyond corporate

Another contributing factor to this confusion is that, the

social responsibility and SEC should play a role in this regard.

concept of SEC came into existence as a statutory structure
when the other board committees were already established.

The Saylor foundation has conducted a study on how

This resulted in duplication in some companies and

Companies that follow good ethical practices can achieve a
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wide range of corporate benefits. These include:

should provide social conscience leadership to the company

?
Increased Customer Loyalty – Customers who believe

by ensuring that business is conducted in an ethical manner

that a business has a good reputation are more likely

for purposes of maximising benefits in respect of the

to continue to purchase their products and utilize

environment, social and economic aspects. Corporate social

their services.

responsibility whilst important is not the primary function of

?
Employee Retention-When a company is open,

the SEC. Since its inception the Tribunal has received a

honest, and fair with its employees, talented workers

number of SEC exemption applications but statistics show

will be more inclined to stay on-board with the

that more applications are refused than granted.

organization.
?
Fewer Legal Issues – When a company focuses on

Applications for exemption from the requirement to appoint

maintaining high ethical standards, it will tend to face

SEC can be filed with the Companies Tribunal through email,

fewer legal problems related to its products or

fax or hand delivered. For more information visit

services.

www.companiestribunal.org.za

?
Good Public Image – A company that demonstrates
high ethical standards in all of its business practices

References

will enjoy a positive public image.

1. The Saylor Foundation, “Ethics and Business”,
www.saylor.org/bus208

SECs must play an active role in ensuring that business is being

2. The Market Research and Trend Analysis Chief Directorate

conducted in a sustainable and ethical manner. The SEC

of the dti, “Seminar Report on the National Seminar on Social
and Ethics Committees”, 9 February 2017.

Get to know the Companies Tribunal
- By Simukele Khoza

The Tribunal is established in terms section 193 of the

process, applicants can approach the Tribunal for resolution

Companies Act 71 of 2008 (the Act) to adjudicate applications

of company law disputes. Some of the applications that can be

made in terms of the Act and act as a forum for mediation,

lodged with the Tribunal include: name disputes, access to

conciliation and arbitration for company disputes.

financial statements, convening and extension of time for
holding of Annual General Meetings (AGM's), directorship

The Tribunal is comprised of the Chairperson, i.e., Dr Alli

disputes, applications for exemption from establishing Social

Chicktay and thirteen other members with suitable

and Ethics Committees (SEC's), reviewing of decisions and

qualifications and experience in Economics, Law, Commerce,

compliance orders or notices issued by Company and

Industry and Public Affairs. The Tribunal is independent and

Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC) amongst others.

subject only to the Constitution and the Law. It is required in

Below are some of the cases that the Tribunal has handled.

terms of the Act to perform its functions impartially, without
fear, favour, or prejudice, and in a transparent manner. The

Name Dispute

Tribunal has jurisdiction throughout the Republic of South

In the COMAIR LIMITED (Applicant) versus KELULA

Africa.

ENTERPRISES (PTY) LIMITED (First Respondent) and THE CIPC
(Second Respondent), the Applicant submitted that KELULA's

The Tribunal was created to ensure the speedy and cost

name is confusingly similar to COMAIR's KULULA trademark

effective resolution of company disputes. As an alternative to

and may also lead members of the public to incorrectly

going to court and avoiding the long, costly and acrimonious

associate KELULA with COMAIR's business or its trademark
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KULULA. Furthermore, COMAIR submitted that the name

interest to have SEC despite such information being requested

KELULA is “visually confusingly similar and phonetically

by the Tribunal. The fact that the company is a ring-fenced

virtually identical” to its KULULA trademark as contemplated

company is not decisive in the determination of whether a SEC

in section 11(2) (b) (iii) of the Act.

must be appointed or not. The application was refused.

The Tribunal agreed that a member of the public may confuse

Directorship dispute

the two words or even denotes association. The Tribunal

Ms Gretha Terblance (Applicant), one of two directors of CX

found that the inclusion of the word KELULA in the First

Sand and Stone (Pty) Ltd ('the Company'), brought an urgent

Respondent's name does not satisfy the requirements of the

application for the removal of the Mr Gerrit Christo Greyling

Act. Therefore the First Respondent was directed to choose a

(Respondent) as director of the company to the Tribunal, in

new name and file a notice of amendment to its

terms of section 71(8) of the Act.

Memorandum of Incorporation within three months of
service of the order. The application was granted.

The Respondent was personally served with a copy of the
application but he failed to file a Notice of Intention to Oppose

The need for protection of company names is based on the

the application or any indication whatsoever that he has any

appreciation of the economic value that company name have

interest in the proceedings. The bases for the application to

as part of the company's goodwill, which can amount to

remove the Respondent as director of the company included

thousands of Rands. Furthermore, company names are vital

lengthy periods of absence from the workplace, diversions of

for branding, as they distinguish the company from others and

funds due to the company to himself, threats of physical

are used for identification with particular products and

violence and intimidation toward the Applicant and other

services.

staff, and failure to perform his duties as director in good faith
in the best interests of the company and with the expected
due care and skill.

Social and Ethics Committee (SEC)
COMMISSIONER STREET NO.6 (RF) LTD (Applicant) brought
an application for exemption to appoint SEC in terms of

Since the Respondent's conduct, as described by the

Section 72(5) of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 and Regulation

Applicant in the papers filed, remained uncontested, the

142. The applicant applied in the prescribed manner and form

Tribunal found that the Applicant had a proper case for the

for an exemption from the requirement to appoint SEC. The

relief sought, ordering that the requirements of the Uniform

Applicant is a ring-fenced, bankruptcy-remote special

Rules of the High Court be dispensed with as a result of the

purpose company which is used as part of securitization

urgency of the matter and that the Respondent be removed as

program authorized as such by the South African Reserve

director of the company in terms of section 71(8) of the Act.

Bank in terms of the Securitisation Regulations under the
Banks (Act 94 of 1990).

Companies with fewer than three directors may apply to the
Tribunal to remove a director from his or her position. This is

The Applicant submitted that it is restricted to trade and has

aimed at ensuring that these categories of companies avoid

no employees. Furthermore, the Applicant mentioned in the

the litigious court process which consume a lot of time and are

application that the only stakeholders of the Applicant are

costly. It is against this background that South African

sole shareholders and that the activities of the Applicant do

businesses and board of companies are encouraged to utilize

not reside within the interests of the greater public. No

the Tribunal's services including mediation, conciliation or

further information was provided to elaborate on the nature

arbitration which are offered free of charge.

and extent of its activities to indicate that it is not in the public
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Name Disputes Case Highlights
- By Simukele Khoza

GROWTHPOINT PROPERTIES LIMITED (Applicant) and GROWTH POINT PROPERTY GROUP
PROPRIETARY LIMITED (Respondent)
The Applicant brought an application in terms of section 160 (3) (b) (ii) of the Companies Act
No.71 of 2008 (the Act). The Applicant sought a default order that the Respondent be
ordered to change its name “GROWTH POINT PROPERTY GROUP PROPRIETARY
LIMITED”, choose a new name (which does not incorporate any of the
Applicant's registered trademarks, or anything that can be considered to be
confusingly similar thereto) and the Respondent amend its Memorandum of
Incorporation (MOI) accordingly, within a reasonable period and on condition
that the Tribunal considers just, equitable and expedient in the circumstances.
The Applicant is the registered proprietor of the ''GROWTHPOINT'' name in classes 35 and 36 in the Republic of South Africa in
terms of the Trade Marks Act No. 194 of 1993. Secondly, the Applicant is the registered proprietor of the ''GROWTHPOINT
PROPERTIES'' name in classes 35 and 36 in the Republic of South Africa in terms of the Trade Marks Act No. 194 of 1993. Thirdly, the
Applicant is the registered proprietor of the ''GROWTHPOINT'' logo in classes 35 and 36 in the Republic of South Africa in terms of
the Trade Marks Act No. 194 of 1993.
The Applicant filed an objection to the name ''GROWTHPONT'', ''GROWTHPOINT PROPERTIES'' and filed an objection to the logo
''GROWTHPOINT'' in terms of regulation 142 (1) (a) and (b) of the Act. The Tribunal had to determine whether the name GROWTH
POINT PROPERTY GROUP is the same as the registered trade mark or logo belonging to the Applicant and whether the name of the
Respondent is confusingly similar to the trade mark and logo belonging to the Applicant. Furthermore, determine whether the
name GROWTH POINT PROPERTY GROUP would falsely imply or suggest, or be as would reasonably mislead a person to believe
incorrectly, that the Respondent is part of, or associated with the Applicant.
The Tribunal found that the name GROWTH POINT PROPERTY GROUP is the same as the registered trade mark or logo belonging to
the Applicant and that the name of the Respondent is confusingly similar to the trade mark and logo belonging to the Applicant.
Furthermore, the name GROWTH POINT PROPERTY GROUP would falsely imply or suggest, or be as would reasonably mislead a
person to believe incorrectly, that the Respondent is part of, or associated with the Applicant. The Tribunal directed the
Respondent to change its name to one which does not incorporate and is not confusingly and/or deceptively similar to
GROWTHPOINT and GROWTHPOINT PROPERTIES trademarks. The Respondent was further directed to file a notice of an
amendment of its MOI, within 60 days of receipt of the order.
ORDER: Granted.
LERA HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD (Applicant) and LERA HOLDINGS (PTY) LTD (Respondent)
The Applicant made an application to the Tribunal in terms of section 153 of the Act seeking an order directing the Respondent to
change its name. The Applicant and Respondent have exactly the same name, and the only distinguishing feature between the two
companies is the registration number. The Applicant submitted two affidavits one from Kgotlello Molehamgoe Sere Rantloane,
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whose relationship to the Applicant is not stated, and Susannie Franchina Vosloo, a secretarial officer at Finleys Outsourced
Business Services (Pty) Ltd. Kgotlello Molehamgoe Sere Rantloane stated in the affidavit that he was aware of the Respondent's
company with the same name in 2013. The Applicant filed an objection to the Respondent's name with the Companies Tribunal on
1 November 2016 on CTR 145, together with affidavits mentioned above. It is not clear, as required by regulation 142, whether any
of the two deponents to the affidavits were duly authorized to depose the affidavit by the Applicant by Board resolution.
In terms of regulation 142 (3)(a), the Applicant had to state which section of the Act is applicable for the Tribunal to consider the
matter. The Applicant in this instance stated “Change the name of Lera Holdings (Pty) Ltd, in terms of “Section 153 of the
Companies Act”. Section 153 of the Companies Act speaks to the “Failure to adopt business rescue plan”, this is an incorrect section
of the Act cited by the Applicant and flaws the application.
The Applicant failed to show on good cause why the matter was only filed with the Tribunal in 2016. The reason for the requirement
that there must be good cause shown why the application was launched at a particular date would appear to be that the person
doing business under a particular name, that has been registered by the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC), is
not prejudiced by a belated challenge which could affect the goodwill built up in using the name.
The Tribunal found discrepancy in dates that the Applicant and Respondent companies were registered with the CIPC. The
Applicant stated that it was registered on 25 May 2013 and the Respondent was registered on 25 July 2013. The Applicant was
originally named CS Hentiq 1222 and thereafter changed its name to Lera Holdings (Pty) Ltd. According to the CIPC documents this
change had officially taken effect on 30 July 2013, five days after the Respondent was registered on 25 July 2013. It is therefore the
Respondent who should have cause for concern regarding the Applicant's name in this matter.
ORDER: Dismissed.
COMAIR LIMITED (Applicant) and KULULA CASH LOANS (PTY) LTD (Respondent)
The Applicant brought an application in terms of section 160 Act. The basis of this Application is that the Respondent's name,
KULULA CASH LOANS offends against the provisions of sections 11(2)(b) and (c) of the Act by incorporating a name that is
confusingly similar to the Applicant's registered KULULA trademarks. The Applicant requested the Tribunal to make the following
determination in terms of Section 160(3)(a) of the Act:
?
that the Respondent's name does not comply with sections 11(2)(b) and sections11(2)(c)(i) of the Act;
?
that the Respondent is directed in terms of Section 160(3)(b)(ii), to choose a name which does not consist of, or
incorporate, the mark KULULA, or any other mark which is confusingly and or deceptively similar to the Applicant's KULULA
trademark; and
?
an order as to costs in favour of the Applicant in terms of Regulation 156 of the Act.
The Applicant filed an application with the Tribunal on the 1st December 2016, served this application on the Respondent's
registered address on the 5th December 2016. It was served by placing it into the Post Box of the registered address of the
Respondent as the premises was found locked. The Tribunal was satisfied that there was proper service.
The Applicant's Company Secretary Mr Derek Henry Borer stated that he is authorized to depose an affidavit on behalf of the
Applicant and also attached a letter of authorization to the papers. Mr Borer submitted that Applicant is the registered proprietor
in South Africa of trademarks with the name KULULA, which were registered in 2002. He also attached the registration of the
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trademarks to his papers. He further attached an electronic Certificate of Registration of the Respondent Company wherein it is
recorded that the Respondent was incorporated on the 10th June 2015. It is thus concluded that the trademarks were already
registered at the time the Respondent's company became incorporated.
The grounds for objection are mainly that the dominant and most memorable portion of the Company name KULULA is identical to
the Applicant's KULULA logo trade mark. It is averred that the remaining portion of the Respondent's name namely CASH LOANS
WHOLESALERS, is descriptive and an indication that the Respondent is active in a field of interest to which the Applicant's
registered rights extend. It is alleged that the Respondent's name is therefore confusingly and deceptively similar to the Applicant's
registered trade mark and therefore falls foul of the provisions of Section 11(2)(b) of the Act.
The Tribunal found that the name KULULA incorporates the whole of the applicants trademark KULULA which falsely implies or
suggests, and reasonably misleads a person to believe incorrectly, that the Respondent is part of, or associated with the Applicant's
trademarks, which have been filed in the Republic of South Africa for registration as a trade mark or a well-known trade mark as
contemplated in section 35 of the Trade Marks Act, 1993 (Act No. 194 of1993). Furthermore, the names are confusingly similar and
identical and there will be confusion if both names are to be used together in a normal and fair manner, in the ordinary course of
business.
The Respondent was directed in terms of Section 160(3)(b)(ii), to choose a name which does not consist of, or incorporate, the
mark KULULA, or any other mark which is confusingly and or deceptively similar to the Applicant's KULULA trademark. The Tribunal
further directed the Respondent to file a notice of an amendment of its Memorandum of Incorporation, within 60 days of receipt of
the order in order to change its name. The Tribunal made no order as to costs.
ORDER: Granted

My Business Expo Durban 2017
- By Dumisani Mthalane

Delegates listening attentively to a presentation by Mr Mark Anderson founder of the NSBC

The Companies Tribunal exhibited at My Business Expo

Durban Exhibition Centre was organized by the National Small

Durban 2017 on 22 June in Durban. The Expo which saw

Business Chamber (NSBC) in association with the World

thousands (7706) of entrepreneurs packing the massive

Famous Events.
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The NSBC is a non-profit membership organisation

Enterprise and Supplier Development (ESD), KZN

established in 2007, it has national footprint of over 125 000

?
Digital strategy for SME's - by Colin Timmis Xero, Head

SMEs and fifty partners. The NSBC is one of the strategic
stakeholders identified by the Tribunal to reach out to
SMMEs.

NSBC plays an important role in fostering the

sustainability and growth of the SME sector, driving job

of Accounting, South Africa
?
Financial freedom is our purpose – by Amanda Khoza,
Liberty Divisional Director: Transformation &
Inclusion

creation, alleviating unemployment and nurturing the

The Tribunal exhibited and received a number of questions

country's entrepreneurial spirit.

about its mandate, how the Tribunal adjudicates on
directorship disputes, cost of Tribunal services and

The expo was a great opportunity to market and educate

accessibility of the Tribunal.

entrepreneurs about the services of the Tribunal. The Expo
provided the Tribunal an opportunity to reach out to

Other government institutions that exhibited were the

entrepreneurs coming from all over SA and more particularly

Department of Trade and Industry (the dti), the National

in KwaZulu-Natal. In his opening presentation Mr Mark

Metrology Institute of SA, UIF and other 80 private

Anderson who is the founder of NSBC told delegates that they

companies. The Expo provided entrepreneurs a platform to

shouldn't over think and wait for perfect conditions and it is

gain valuable, practical insights to grow, learn, connect and

when you take action that your ideas don't remain worthless.

network. It also gave the Tribunal maximum exposure.

Mr Mark Anderson was followed by a strong panel of
presenters which covered the following topics:

Congratulations!

?
Show me the money, Practical advice for addressing
the challenges of access to finance and tips on

The Companies Tribunal would like
to congratulate Tribunal member
Adv Lizell Haskins for being
appointed as an Acting Judge of the
North Gauteng High Court.

securing the finance you need. – by Darlene Menzies,
Finfind – CEO
?
Fast_track your success with social media, Discover
how to harness the power of social media in your
small business with practical strategies – by Leanne

Adv Lizell Haskins

Rhodes, NSBC - Head of Creative & Social Media
?
Growing beyond borders, A short talk on the benefits
of trading internationally and how easy it is to do so. –
by Carla Ferreira, DHL Relationship Channel Manager,

Contact details
Tel : (012) 394 3071 | Fax : (012) 394 4071

South Africa
?
Commercialising and profiting from your intellectual
property, Important legal considerations for your
small business – by Amina Suliman, Adams & Adams KZN Patent Attorney
?
It's not all about the money – by Iniel Dreyer, Gabsten
- Managing Director
?
Cybercrime in South Africa – by David Leigh Ribeiro,
Territory Manager, Middle East and Africa at Norton

Physical address
the dti Campus Block E - 3rd Floor
77 Meintjies Street
Sunnyside
Pretoria
0002
Website
www.companiestribunal.org.za

by Symantec
?
How to prepare your business to be funding ready –
by Lefentse Chapman, ABSA - Provincial Manager for

Email
Registry@companiestribunal.org.za
design and layout: Dumisani Mthalane
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